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 The purpose of this study is to explore wine tourism’s influence on wine club 
membership.

 Wine tourism has been classified as a form of ‘special interest tourism’ and comprises 
visits to vineyards as well as wineries and wine events.  

 For wine destinations to be effective as tourist destinations, it is logical that visitors 
receive meaningful information about the characteristics of the destination, including 
amenities and quality.

 Wine club members are the foundation of a winery business. Wine clubs, are an 
increasingly important part of the wine business.  Wine club revenues grew an average of 
3% per year over the last decade to total $5.5 billion in wine sales within the United States 
in 2014 (IBIS World, 2015).

 Wine club membership sales are expected to increase by 10.1% per year from 2015 to 
2018 (Wine Enthusiast, 2014).



 Understanding how valued attributes of wine tourism translate into intentions to 
engage in wine clubs is vital (Sparks, 2007).  

 The nature of wine clubs, where customers commit to future purchases, provides 
marketers an opportunity to more accurately predict sales. In doing so, wineries 
can identify the most profitable consumers and implement marketing programs 
targeted toward their specific needs. The long-term outcome of this process is 
increased customer satisfaction and brand loyalty (Yang and Peterson, 2004).



 Wineries are taking advantage of their tasting room contact with wine tourists to 
develop longer term relationships with customers by offering incentives to 
establish formal ties through wine club membership (White & Thompson, 2009). 

 The most comprehensive study on wine club attributes by Teaff, Thachand & Olsen 
(2005) focused on wine clubs in the Napa Valley and Sonoma County in California 
and investigated wine club structure, benefits to members and terms and 
conditions but did not investigate the significance of place attachment as an 
antecedent to wine club membership or loyalty to a wine club. 



 A number of authors have investigated the relationship between a consumer’s level 
of involvement and consumption and purchase of wine. Lockshin et al. (1997) 
identified three types of involvement that concerned enduring product 
involvement, brand involvement and purchasing enthusiasm involvement. These 
authors developed scales based on these types, tailored to suit retail wine store 
outlets and results from this study and from a more recent article (Lockshin, et al. 
2001) supported the psychometric properties of the three involvement types. To 
date this remains the most robust option for assessing involvement in a wine retail 
context and is relevant to the present study.



 Place attachment represents the positive relationship that an individual has with a 
location. It is often a response generated by complex experiences that are 
associated with a place, ultimately resulting in an emotional bond with that place 
(Kyle et al., 2003; Manzo, 2005).  

 Most recently, the place attachment construct has been widely used in the leisure 
context to provide better understanding of individuals’ emotional bonds to outdoor 
recreational places such as skiing resorts, river, hiking trails and national parks 
(e.g., Alexandris, Kouthouris, & Meligdis, 2006; Hwang, Lee, & Chen, 2005; Kyle, 
Graefe, Manning & Bacon, 2003).  



 White and Thompson’s (2009) study on the wine club attribute formation process 
concluded that financial rewards such as discounts on wine and free delivery for 
wine club members are deemed to be important to all potential wine club 
members.  Although, it should be mentioned however that Butscher
(1998) suggested that while financial rewards are important to most people they 
generally do not foster long-term loyalty. As such, value-added initiatives like 
invitations to priority tastings of new or rare wines and special sessions with the 
winemaker at the vineyard are necessary to enhance the aspirational value of club 
membership which leads to the development of long term loyalty according to 
O’Brien and Jones (1995). 



 The proposed research will investigate the relationship between:  involvement, 
place attachment and loyalty to a winery through wine club membership.

 The study hypothesizes that wine tourist involvement influences place attachment, which 
in turn influences wine club loyalty. The primary research question is knowing if wine 
club members prefer place or product provided by their wine club.



 H1:  Place attachment is positively associated with membership loyalty.

Members that develop a strong place attachment will utilize the amenities of 
the club more and increase revenues as a result of increased loyalty (Lee, 
2012).  

 H2:  Place attachment is positively associated with rejoin intention.

Members that develop a strong place attachment will continue to be 
members and choose to pay their dues year after year (Lee, 2012).  
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